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A snake in a graph G is a simple circuit C in G such that C has no 
chords in G--that is, every edge of G which joins two vertices of C is in 
fact an edge of C. For each d ~ 2 let S(d) denote the length (number of 
vertices) of the longest snake in the graph I a formed by the vertices and 
edges of the d-dimensional cube. The problem of determining S(d) was 
first met by Kautz [7] in constructing a type of error-checking code 
for certain analog-to-digital conversion systems. It was later suggested 
by Zuravlev [l l] in estimating the efficiency of algorithms for simpli- 
fication of disjunctive normal forms, by Black [2] in designing electronic 
combination locks, and by Davies [3] for possible applications to tele- 
metry. The present note contains a new lower bound for S(d) and shows 
that the best known upper bound applies to a wider class of subgraphs 
of I a. 
Snakes have been studied by Even [4], Vasil'ev [10], Ramanujacha- 
ryulu and Menon [8], T. A. Brown (unpublished), Singleton [9], and 
Abbott [1] in addition to the authors mentioned above. (We are indebted 
to Dr. Brown for most of these references.) Kautz showed S(d) ~ 2 ~e/-~ 
and this was improved by Ramanujacharyulu and Menon ((3/2)a), 
Brown, Singleton (2 ~/-~)a and Abbott (2 "V~/2) a. Vasil'ev outlined a 
more elaborate construction to establish a much stronger result, namely, 
S(d) ~ 2aid when d is a power of 2. He also stated (for arbitrary d) 
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S(d) > (1 - -  e(d))2 a 1/d with e(d) -+ 0 as d ~ c~. Here we show 
2d+1 
S(d) > ~ when d is a power of  2, 
7 2 d 
S(d)~ 4 d - -1  for all d~5.  
These bounds are slightly better than those of Vasil 'ev and our construc- 
t ion is much simpler than his. 
Kautz  showed 
d 
S(d) ~ ~ 2a-L 
For  d > 4 the mult ipl ier d/(d- -  1) was reduced to 
d 2 -  d 
d2- -d  - 2 
by Brown and to 1 by Singleton and Abbott .  Here we consider a class of 
subgraphs (called pseudosnakes) which is a common general ization of 
snakes and of  the single-error-detecting codes of  Hamming [6]; we prove 
a sharp inequality for pseudosnakes which has the Singleton-Abbott  
inequality as a corol lary. 1
CONSTRUCTION OF LONG SNAKES 
Our main result in this direction is the following. 
THEOREM A. I f  2 < c < d then S(c + d) ~ 2c-IS(d). 
PROOF. The graphs I n will be represented in the usual way, so that the 
2 n vertices of I n are the various n-tuples of b inary digits. The graph 
F +a will be identified with the product  of  F and I a. For  each vertex p of 
F ,  p* will denote the vertex of I a whose first e coordinates are those o fp  
and whose last d - -  e coordinates are all equal to  zero. 
Let a l ,  b l ,  a2, b2 . . . .  , a~,  b,~, (a0  be a Hami l ton ian circuit of  I c, 
so that 2 m = 2 ~ and successive vertices are adjacent in I '. (See Gi lbert 
[5] for a discussion of such circuits.) Since the par i ty of  the coordinate 
1 We are indebted to Singleton and Abbott for supplying prepublication copies 
of their work. After completing this paper we received Abbott's thesis, which contains 
a statement implying the upper bound 2 a~l for pseudosnakes a  well as snakes. 
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sum alternates f rom vertex to vertex along any path in F, it never happens 
that a~ is adjacent o aj or bi to bj.  
Let x l ,x~, . . . ,  Xn, (xO be a snake of length S(d) in I a, so that 
n = S(d). Note that the symmetry group of I g is transitive on the set 
of  all ordered triples of vertices (u, v, w) such that u and w are different 
and both adjacent o u. Thus for 1 < i < m there is a symmetry of  I e 
which carries the triple (xn_l, xn, xl) onto the triple (a*+~, bi*, a~*) 
and hence carries the snake xx, x2, ..., xh, (xO onto a snake xl*, x~*, 
..., Xn i, (Xl i) such that xl i =- al*, x~-i = a'i+1 and xn *" = bi*. (Here 
a*  
m+t ~ a l * ' )  
Now consider the sequence of  2e-an vertices of  I c+a which results from 
following the successive rows of the array displayed between vertical 
lines below. 
al* = Xl I (ax,  a l* )  (b l ,  x l  x) (b l ,  xs x) . . .  (b l ,  x~_l)  x~- i  = as*, x~ 1 = bl* 
a~* = x l  s (as,  a2*) (bs,  x~ s) (bs ,  xs ~) . . .  (b2, x~_l)  x~n_l = a~*,xn s= bs* 
. . .  
am* = x1 qiz (a~.~ , am*) (bin, x l  'n) (b~ , xs ~) . . .  (bin, xnm-a) x~- I  = al*, xn ~ = bin* 
This sequence represents a circuit in F +a, for X~_l = ai* and bm is 
adjacent o al 9 Since each sequence x~ ~, x2 ~ ... .  , x~_~ is part of  a snake 
in U, no chord of  the circuit can join two vertices on the same row. 
Indeed, since it never happens that a~ is adjacent o a~ or b~ to bj,  any 
chord of  the circuit must join (a~, a~*) to (b3., x j )  for some i :~ j and 
1 ~ k < n. This requires that ai* = x j  and ai is adjacent o bj ,  whence 
of course a~* is adjacent o b3.*. Since the vertices ai* = x~ ~ and bj* = x,? 
lie together in a snake, it follows that k = 1 or k = n - -  1. With k = 1 
we have ai* = xl J = a~* and i = j, an impossibility. With k = n - -  1 
we have ai* = x~,_x = a*+~ and i = j + 1, whence the end-points of  the 
supposed chord determine an edge of the circuit in question. Hence the 
circuit is a snake. 
2~+1 
COROLLARY 1. S(d) ~ - -  when d is a power of  2. 
d 
PROOF. Note first S (2 )= 4. Then observe that if the assertion is 
known for d = 2 k we have 
S(2 k+~) > 22~-1S(2/c) > 2z~-~ 2~+~ _ 2 21c+1+1 
_ _ 2 k 2~+~ 
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Henceforth, ~ will denote an arbi trary positive constant. 
2 a 
COROLLARY 2. I f  the inequality, S(d) > ~ d - -~ ' is valid.[or d = n 
then it is valid also for  d ~- 2n and d = 2n --  1. 
PROOF. We have 
2~ ~ ~ 2 ~" S(2n) > 2n-aS(n) > 2 n-1 ,~ 2~ _ 2n - -  1 2 > 2 . . . . .  
- -  - -  n -  1 2n-  2 2n-~-~ 1-] 2n -  I 
and 
2 n 22n-~ 
S(2n - -  1) > 2~-2S(n) > 2 ~-2 2 - -  - -  2 - -  
- -  - -  n - -  1 2n- -2"  
2 a 
COROLLARY 3. I f  S(d) > 2 for all d with n < d < 2n, then 
2a d - -  1 
S(d) ~ 2 - - -  for all d~ n. 
d_ l  ~ 
PROOF. Use Corol lary 2 and induct ion on d. 
7 2 a 
COROLLARY 4. S(d) > ~ for  all d > 5. 
4 d - -1  
PROOF. It is known [3, 4, 7] that S(2) = 4, S(3) ~ 6, S(4) = 8, S(5) 
= 14, S(6) = 26, and S(7) ~ 48. We see f romCoro l la ry  1 that S(8) > 64 
and from Theorem A that S(9) > 8S(5) = 112. Thus 
7 2 a 
S(d)> 4 d - -1  
for 5 ~ d < 10 and the desired conclusion follows f rom Corol lary 3. 
In conjunction with the stated values and lower bounds for S(d), 
2 < d < 7, the fol lowing result appears to yield the largest known 
lower bounds for S(d), d > 7. It is proved by a streightforward induc- 
t ion in conjunct ion with the inequalit ies used in proving Corol lary 2. 
COROLLARY 5. I f  (m -- 1)2 ~ < d < rn2 ~ and S(m) > 22 m then 
S(d)>_(~/29 2 ~. 
UPPER BOUNDS FOR PSEUDOSNAKES 
Turning now to upper  bounds, we define a pseudosnake in a graph G 
as a subgraph P of  G such that P has no chords in G and no vertex of  P 
is incident to more than two edges of  P. Each snake is a pseudosnake. 
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I f P  is a pseudosnake in G and G' is a subgraph of G which has no chords 
in G, then the intersection P ~ G' is also a pseudosnake in G. As the 
reader will verify, the diagrams below depict (up to equivalence with 
respect o the symmetry group of I s) all pseudosnakes in I s which have 
four or more vertices. Each of these except he first is a subgraph of a 
snake in 18 .
/ \ 
THEOREM B. I f  P is a pseudosnake in I a, then P includes more than half 
the vertices of I a if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(a) d < 2 and P = I a or d = 2 and P is formed from two intersecting 
edges of 12 .
(b) d = 3 and P is as in one of the last two diagrams above. 
(c) d = 4 and P consists of a snake of length 8 in 14 together with on 
additional vertex. 
PROOF. The situation is obvious for d < 2 and has been left to the 
reader for d = 3. Now suppose a pseudosnake P in 14 has at least nine 
vertices, and let U and 1, 3 be opposite 3-dimensional faces of 14. Then 
one of the graphs P C~ I s and P c5 1, 8 has at least five vertices and thus 
is as in one of the last two diagrams above. From this we see that if 
P ~ U has six vertices then P c3 I ,  3 has only two; hence P is as in the 
next-to-last diagram above. For each vertex p of I s let p* denote the 
adjacent vertex of I ,  3. Clearly P does not include u*, v*, or w*, and as P 
must include at least four vertices of I ,  3 it omits at most one of the 
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vertices *, t*, x*, y*, and z*. A contradiction ensues unless z* is the 
omitted vertex, and in this case P consists of the snake y, w, u, v, t, t*, 
s*, y*, (y), together with the additional vertex x*. 
Having disposed of the case d < 5, we consider a pseudosnake Q in 15 
and suppose Q has at least seventeen vertices. There are opposite faces 
14 and 1, 4 of 15 such that the intersection Q ~ U is like the graph P just 
described. Since Q cannot include any of the eight vertices of I ,  4 adjacent 
to those of the snake in Q n 14, it must include all other vertices of 1, 4. 
But then Q includes the vertices of 1, 4 adjacent o the vertices u*, v* 
w*, x* and z* of I ,  z, whence the one adjacent o x* is incident to at 
least three edges of Q. The contradiction shows that for d = 5 no pseu- 
dosnake in U includes more than half the vertices of U. This implies 
the same is true for all d > 5. 
COROLLARY 6. For d ~ 5, no pseudosnake in I ~ includes more than half 
the vertices of I a. 
A pseudosnake will be called discrete provided it has no edges. The 
discrete pseudosnakes in I a are identical with the single-error-detecting 
codes of Hamming [6]. A subgraph of/a will be called an md-pseudosnake 
(md for maximal discrete) provided it is a discrete pseudosnake having 
exactly 2 d-1 vertices. The first of the following statements was proved by 
Hamming, the second is established by a routine mathematical induction. 
PROPOSITION. There are exactly two md-pseudosnakes in 1 u and they 
are equivalent with respect o the symmetry group of I d. With 1 ~ k ~ d, 
a subgraph P of I a is an md-pseudosnake if  and only if the intersection 
P (~ I t is an md-pseudosnake for each k-dimensional subcube I k of I a. 
We have seen that for d ~ 5 the md-pseudosnakes in I d have the maxi- 
mum number of vertices (2 a-l) of any pseudosnake. The following result 
shows that if a pseudosnake in I a has nearly 2 a-~ vertices then it nearly 
satisfies the condition characterizing md-pseudosnakes in terms of 
intersections with k-dimensional subcubes. 
THEOREM C. With 5 ~ k ~ d, let P be a pseudosnake in U. Let ~(P) 
denote the fraction of half the vertices of I a which is contained in P, and let 
#k(P) denote the fraction of the k-dimensional subcubes I k of U for which 
P A I k is an md-pseudosnake. Then 
d ( 1 --  #k(P) ) 
#k(e)~(P)~ d - -k  1 2k_1 . 
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PROOF. Let n denote the number of vertices of  P, r the number of 
k-dimensional  subcubes I k such that P (~ I k is an md-pseudosnake. 
Thus n = ~0(P)2 a a and r=/zk(P )  (d )  2a_k ' By Corol lary 6 each in- 
tersection P n I ~ has at most 2 k-i vertices, and if it does not contr ibute 
to r then it has an edge or has fewer than 2 ~ 1 vertices. Each edge of  P 
i son  (d~l l )  sUbcubes l~,andofcoursePhasatmostnedges .  Count- 
ing the incidences of vertices of P with k-dimensional  subcubes, we see 
that 
( ) 2k- l r< k n<2~- l r+2 k-1 d - -  1 
- -  - -  k - - 1  n 
d d - -  1 n) 
k - -  ) _ ' 
whence the claimed inequalit ies fol low by straightforward computat ion.  
(Note that the left-hand inequal ity is valid for all k.) 
COROLLARY 7. Let k be a f ixed integer > 1, and for d = k, k + 1, ... 
let Pd be a pseudosnake in I a. Then lima_~cp(Pa) = 1 i f  and only if  
lima_~o~l~k(Pa) = 1. 
PROOF. Use the inequalit ies of  Theorem C to handle the case in 
which k ~ 5, and use the Proposit ion to reduce the case of k < 5 to 
the case k = 5. 
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